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Summary
Transition Edinburgh University is a community project funded by the Scottish
Government’s Climate Challenge Fund, which has grown into a small size organization
of six full time staff and twenty-one paid interns plus a team of dozens dedicated
volunteers.
Our aim is to reach - ideally - all students and staff within The University of
Edinburgh and work together to determine that community and individual behaviour
change to create a low-carbon, sustainable University in response to climate change
and peak oil challenges.

We shall achieve our aims by delivering four outcomes:
1. Measure our community’s carbon footprint and record reductions achieved.
2. Cut “lifestyle” carbon emissions in the Edinburgh University community.
3. Increase awareness and involvement of the 35,000-strong community in action on
climate change and peak oil.
4. Build, publicise and transfer a set of tools to support Transition groups in similar and
surrounding communities.

Since the project’s debut we have implemented a series of programmes, assessed
by objective and realistic measuring methods, that have both generated project
awareness and staff & student engagement.

Quoted from Transition Edinburgh University grant application to Climate Challenge Fund.
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There are four major programmes operating just now, each employing project-wide
tools of engagement:
Big Green Makeover - advises home changes to bring about energy and cost savings
in partnership with Energy Saving Scotland.
Peer Learning - a series of talks/workshops/courses aiming at behaviour change
through community learning.
The Big Switch - several projects revolving around food and energy consumption and
Travel - with highlights such as the Travel Fair and Travel Pledge aiming at travelling
behaviour change.
We are also working with the Edinburgh Union of Student Associations to support
their Green Impact Awards programme.
Supporting and augmenting these programmes are:
Communications and Engagement - determining and using the most efficient reachout methods for our target audience to join our programmes and related activities.
Events - a series of events that aim to bring together a wide audience ranging from
people with no previous interest in climate change and/or peak oil, to those already
well-informed and experts.
Outreach - looking outward for best practice and sharing our work with others beyond
the University, by means of proactive engagement with similar communities and an
active presence at local events.

The first ten months of the project have been a mixture of planning, design,
piloting, action research, re-design and engagement. Our final 6 months will be
spent engaging with as many people as possible and leaving the legacy of our
programmes so they can be furthered and embedded in the existing student and staff
infrastructures at the University of Edinburgh.
For more information please visit: www.transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
or contact: info@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
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The Big Switch

Formerly known
as Pollock Carbon
Challenge, The Big
Switch progamme has
achieved a lot in recent
months and is on track
for a major rollout of
activities in September
as students return.

Freeshop
On a series of dates in May and June, a vast quantity of reusable items were collected from
departing students in University accommodation and sorted by volunteers.
20 student volunteers took part in the operation, as well as 5 University staff.
7 tonnes of waste was collected from a pool of 4000 departing students and diverted from landfill.
The duvets and electricals were passed to Freshstart (www.freshstartweb.org.uk), a local charity
that has the capacity to reuse these items by making up starter packs for previously homeless
people moving into their first flat.

This hugely popular event ran during Freshers Week to redistribute goods gathered up when
students left at the end of last academic year.
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An estimated 1000 people attended during the first three hours of the event, with
around 5 tonnes of goods given a new home - reducing consumption, waste and
saving students money.
The engagement team talked to those in the very long queue about our different
programmes and signed up 80 people who want to participate in our other events.
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Energy Competition
Following the initial pilot stage of gathering the data during the end of the last academic year, a
huge amount of work has gone into designing and preparing for the full blown competition which
will run from the start of September until the end of March.
We have decided to partner with the national not-for-profit organisation ‘Student Switch Off’
(www.studentswitchoff.org.uk) to help us with the branding of the competition and student
engagement events.
The competition will be run with groundbreaking collaboration between the Transition project, the
Students’ Association and the University Accommodation Services and aims to achieve substantial
carbon saving through reduced energy use over the competition period.
We have designed an events programme which will run in parallel to the competition and we
are organising for Freshers week and preparing all the materials which will be needed for the
promotion and running of the competition.

We’ve also gotten contributions of eco-prizes from all stakeholders in the competition.
A half-day training session of Accommodation staff and Resident Assistants is planned for
September 9th.
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Community Garden

We have been instrumental in the start of a project to create a community garden on a large
piece of University land around one of its accommodation sites.
The project is creating a community orchard, vegetable growing areas and a wildlife garden
among other plans.
An action day was held in the garden in July with residents and volunteers helping
out with clearing land ready for the orchard. Trees will be planted later in the year.
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City Car Club

Since the launch of a City Car Club space in our 10:10 Week in February, usage of the car has
gone up from 20 hours/month to 160 hours/month by July.
Currently around 3% of students bring their cars to university so the increasing popularity of this
shared car scheme will hopefully reduce the need for this to go forward.

The Big Switch - facilitated by Ben Miller:
ben@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
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Food

A low-carbon food programme has been identified as an asset for
community engagement and carbon reduction in the Big Switch
campaign. Sustained community interest in food has been expressed
by staff and students alike. The food project will span the activities
and community areas of Transition Edinburgh University but will be
focused on 1st year students at Pollock halls.

Three working group sessions have been conducted so far and there have been numerous meetings
with volunteers to increase the volunteer base.
We are working with EUSA to ensure the promotion of low-carbon food choices at catering outlets
within the University. And we’ve provided support to EUSA to achieve Soil Association accreditation
for a low-carbon menu at a new catering outlet.
One of our team members attended a 3 day training on ‘leadership for a sustainable food system’.
“The Big Tent Summer School on Food Leadership deepened my understanding of how
food in Scotland actually gets from the farm to our plates, and the huge challenges
that must be tackled to move towards a fair, secure and sustainable food system.
The chance to learn from farmers who are innovating ways to feed the population
whilst being good stewards of the land was invaluable - an opportunity I think people
at the University would really benefit from. I came out of the training feeling more
informed and more equipped to communicate the vast issues surrounding our food to
my community”.
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A ‘Pledge’ system is being designed after working with external organisations already operating
such schemes. This will provide for evidence of community commitment and evaluation data.
A ‘big-lunch’ event was run in July, with 20 community members sharing a low-carbon lunch
together at a local allotment, as part of the Eden Project national scheme.
Outreach with relevant community members and groups is underway to coordinate their
involvement in a schedule of food-focused events to take place between September 2010 & March
2011.
10 fortnightly events have been scheduled so far, each working with a different student or staff
society. These fun, hands-on events will introduce how low-carbon food is implicated in each of
their community interests, such as dairy-free cookery classes with ‘Bake Soc’.
These events will be supported by a wider and more general awareness campaign comprised of:
research-based talks/workshops on the food system; a ‘Harvest Festival’ event in October and
numerous presentations delivered to audiences throughout the University on sustainable food
issues and low-carbon food choices.
Food
facilitated by Rosie Sullivan:
rosie@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
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Big Green Makeover
The Big Green Makeover was first run as a pilot in 2009 to determine if this was a way that
Transition Edinburgh University wanted to engage with the wider community. Based on the
outcomes of that pilot, Big Green Makeover was added to the CCF bid. Upon receiving funding
we conducted a second pilot of the project, this time trying a new 3-visit format of home visits to
give more time to:
1) understand the home’s current situations and needs,
2) action plan changes, both behavioural and infrastructural, and
3) evaluate the project and identify further support needed.
20 volunteer auditors
were trained in
energy awareness and
communication skills, in
association with our local
Energy Saving Scotland
advice centre.
We worked with 10
student flats during
February-April.
We also hosted Energy
Saving Clinics in three
staff buildings to develop
a model for our home
energy work that would
be more appropriate for
staff’s timetables and
geographical distribution.
We worked with up to
12 staff members in
each location, all of them
giving positive feedback
on their participation,
particularly on using the
energy monitors!
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We have designed project evaluation mechanisms and the processes needed for working with a
large amount of volunteers and homes.
We have also been involved with the re-launch of the University’s energy consumption reduction
campaign, highlighting to the Energy Office and to other colleagues across the University:
1) the value of face to face engagement for inviting participation and exchange in any particular
initiative,
2) the opportunities in a more value-based, as opposed to cost-saving, messaging of energy
awareness-raising to bring the wider issues of sustainability and our shared future to the table,
and
3) the deeper engagement of students and staff - of which TEU aims to catalyse and support
across the University - needed for a more fundamental shift in how we live, study and work.

Over the next several
months we will be
recruiting and training 20
more volunteers as we
hope to work with 200
households in the near
future.

Big Green Makeover
facilitated by Sion Lanini:

sion@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
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Travel

The Greener Travel workstream has
progressed steadily since the start of the
project, with a dedicated working group
meeting weekly during term time
(Jan-May) and regular collaboration with
the University Transport Department.

Summer Travel Fair
In May we organised a Summer Travel Fair to promote low-impact summer travel options to
students and staff. The idea was that instead of branding the event as a ‘Green Travel Fair’ (to
which, in general, only green-minded people go to) we would simply promote low-impact modes
of travel (ie. not flying) and attractive local and national destinations and activities.
We hosted ten stalls from the following organisations:











Loco2 Travel - [www.loco2travel.com]
Green Tourist Business Scheme - [www.green-business.co.uk]
Scottish Youth Hostel Association - [www.syha.org.uk]
Radical Travel - [www.radicaltravel.com] (Scottish minibus tours - brands include Haggis Adventures)
Xchange Scotland - [www.xchangescotland.org] (Volunteering opportunities in Scotland and Europe)
Expedition Society - [exped.eusa.ed.ac.uk] (Long-distance expeditions with an emphasis on slow travel)
Our own carbon footprinting survey stall - [www.carbon-guru.com/teu/]
Bike Doctor- [www.thebikestation.org.uk/dr-bike/] (‘get your bike fixed up for summer adventures’)
The Police came and did bike security tagging (free for the first 50 bikes)
We also had a bike powered cinema showing a travel film - [www.spanthatworld.com/guerilla-cinema/]
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Approximately 250 people attended, and this was measured using a door clicker/counter. This
was a good turnout given that it was the exam period, it was raining and the entrance area around
the venue was unexpectedly filled with roadworks two days before the event!
An excellent lunchtime talk was given by Jamie Andrews of Loco2 Travel on low-carbon international
travel demonstrating his online travel planning tool. 30 people attended the presentation.
A raffle was held and Radical Travel also had a competition; one person won a 3-day tour of the
Highlands.

Evaluation
Stalls:
The overall feedback from stallholders was positive, although a number said they would have liked
a slightly higher turnout. This excerpt from Peter Marshall of Radical Travel is representative:
“The attendance was probably less than I hoped, but the attendees seemed genuinely
interested rather than just looking for a freebie. Therefore I felt the discussions I had
was time well spent. We would certainly attend again. The fair was a good way to
connect with the right sort of students- the ones that might still be unsure what they
want to do with their summer.”
Despite invitations going out to companies/organisations two and a half months before the date
of the fair, not many of our initial ‘wishlist’ of stalls could attend (ie. Visit Scotland).
However, I felt that we did have a good range of stalls that appealed to different audiences.
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Travel Fair Evaluation continued...
Communication:
We tried a number of innovative and creative new ways of communicating with staff and students.
These included bike advertising trailers (see here: http://www.wasteinnovations.com/eco-ads/
index.php) and unique pink bike frames placed around campus (see photos attached), as well
as chalk writing on pavements in the area on the day of the event. These were in addition to
excellently designed posters and flyers and considerable e-advertising to students (ie. facebook,
website) and staff (emails). Overall, I think we couldn’t have done much better with advertising
the Fair itself.
I think we could have done slightly better to hold the event together with more of an explicit
theme on the day, and perhaps the environmental message wasn’t quite strong enough. However,
we wanted to strike a balance between being just seen as ‘green’ and attracting a variety of staff
and students.
Overall:
This was a positive event and very visual demonstration of some of the things the Transition
project has been working on. We learnt things from this event that will inform the planned second
Fair in autumn. Specifically, rather than organise our own event from stratch we are planning to
‘piggyback’ on an existing ‘Travel and Volunteering Fair’ that the University Careers Service is
hosting in late October. By collaborating from an early stage of planning for this event, we want
to have a strong Transition presence, with our stalls and talks centre-stage but without so much
of the burden of organising venues/stalls/publicity from scratch.
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Fair Travel Pledge & Events
The major part of the travel project has been the
‘Fair Travel pledge’, developed after careful consideration and
consultation.
You can view the pledge online here: www.teu.org.uk/pledge
The pledge is designed not to be ‘preachy’ but asks pledgers
to consider and learn more about alternatives to flying for
leisure travel. The most concrete pledge is one not to take
domestic flights but most of the others are exploratory.
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Each person who signs the pledge is sent a personalised ‘Infrequent Flyer’s Pocket Companion’
(hard copy to be sent to CCF), which is a booklet packed with information and inspiration on lowimpact travel options as well as a number of more interactive elements, such as:

 A travel writing and photo competition entries will be ‘mapped’ onto a google map and used to create a
display
 A number of freepost stamped addresses for pledgers to send postcards to Transition from their holidays,
with an emphasis on the low-impact nature of their mode of travel/destination/activity.
 A number of pledge cards to pass on to colleagues and friends to encourage them to sign up
 A small envelope to collect mementos/tickets from travels

The aim is to have 1000 pledgers by the end of the project, but with pledging skewed towards
the next few months (return of students, start of staff term) so that pledgers will form a captive
audience for a series of travel events from now until March. Since the low-key launch in June, 50
people have signed up but this is expected to increase significantly in the coming weeks because of:

 A featured video on the international student website of the University promoting the pledge. This has just
been posted. See here: http://www.ed.ac.uk/about/edinburgh-global
 A news piece on the internal staff news in August
 A news piece on the front page of the transport section of the University website in August
 A feature on the Students’ Association website shortly after Freshers Week in September
 Promotion to staff and students in September by the new on-street Transition Engagement team
 Inclusion on the new ‘OurEd’ website to be launched in August; a high-profile portal for sustainability
initiatives at the university.
 Other promotional activities at events and through e-communications (newsletters, Facebook etc).

The quantifiable carbon impact of the pledges collected will be assessed by a micro-evaluation
survey of all pledgers towards the end of the project. Broad macro trends across the University
will also be established by the repeat of the carbon footprint survey in the final months of the
project.

Travel - facilitated by Ben Miller:
ben@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
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Other past/upcoming small travel events:

 We collaborated with the University and the CCF project of the Bike Station to promote the staff Edinburgh
Cycle Challenge in May. A couple of hundred staff from the University participated and logged hundreds
of miles of trips. [www.edinburghcyclechallenge.org.uk]
 Members of the travel working group promoted and attended the Spokes Cycle Campaign ‘bike breakfast
event’ at the City Chambers in July.
 A number of staff attended travel training workshops by Sustrans as part of the Transition National
conference in June.
 We screened the film ‘Beauty and the Bike’ in July an inspirational story about young women on a bicyclethemed exchange with German students. The plan is now to screen this film at a ‘women-only’ night for
new students with sample bikes in University accommodation.
 We are organising a Leisure bike tour around Edinburgh and climate-friendly food picnic event for midAugust.
 We are hosting a half-day workshop about using videoconferencing at the end of August for key staff in
the University (in collaboration with the Sustainable IT in Tertiary Education initiative [www.goodcampus.
org/susteit/]
 We are working with the Edinburgh University Students’ Association on their ambitions to deliver a
campus-wide bike hire scheme and a simpler student discount on bus travel.

A whole autumn term programme of events and activities to complement the travel pledge is
currently being finalised with the input of a new and dedicated intern. This will be made available
to CCF as soon as it is ready.
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Peer Learning

Peer-learning groups are an
effective tool for community
learning, with visible results in
personal carbon reduction.

We have finished piloting and testing the applicability of three peer-learning formats:
Carbon Conversations (CC), Climate Solidarity (CS) and Carbon Rationing Action Groups
(CRAGs). Planning for the roll-out of all 3 formats simultaneously has been found to be quite
significantly overly ambitious regarding staff hours and community capacity.
The Carbon Conversations has by far emerged as the most effective and implementable format
amongst University staff and students. Although valuable for their diversity of approach, the
remaining 2 peer-learning formats have proven to be very time intensive in relation to the resulting
carbon reductions achieved by participants.
We have concluded that our efforts are better spent rolling out and embedding the Carbon
Conversations in a significant way than running all 3 programmes. We will continue to also deliver
the Climate Solidarity programme, but to a lesser extent.
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Carbon Conversations (CC)
The course has proven successful in both carbon reduction and participant motivation towards
behaviour change and further community action.
Quantitatively, pilot group members have taken on a range of low-carbon lifestyle choices
(including travel, home energy, food and consumption choices).
Qualitatively, participants have reported an improved understanding of the need for individual
responses to climate change and improved motivation to cut personal carbon footprints as a result
of the supportive learning atmosphere in particular. Participants have displayed huge enthusiasm
for both continuing with carbon cutting activities as a group independently from the course and
for becoming course facilitators so as to become change-agents within their peer-groups.
The programme is proving to be a particularly suitable format within the academic institution,
establishing trust amongst the community through its structured and professional approach while
encouraging a ‘new’ and more personal form of engagement.
As the success of the course is being established, particular progress is visible in staff attitudes
towards personal carbon reduction. For instance, group members from the Centre for Environmental
Change and Sustainability have embraced the guided group learning opportunity as a much
needed mechanism to encourage wider academics to personally engage with the challenges of
climate change, as well as academically.
A group member from Accommodation Services is promoting the behaviours examined in the
Home Energy session into the management of student accommodation. We have been requested
to include sessions in MSc student inductions across all sustainability courses.
Propelled by such successes, we are now looking to have the CC adopted as staff Continual
Professional Development by Human Resources also.
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Climate Solidarity (CS)
Following the training session in March, the programme has been welcomed as useful and
motivating for staff, providing “capabilities and tools to stop the talk and start the action”.
The training created a buzz of enthusiasm amongst participants, bringing together interested
individuals. Many of the participants were Energy Coordinators at the University and felt that
the training strengthened their ability and purpose in their voluntary roles.
Staff undertaking the training in March have shown considerable enthusiasm for forming
Action Groups but the time necessary to start these up has proven too much for many and has
hindered delivery.
An additional factor we’ve considered in determining the best way forward with peer learning
is that the evidence for the carbon reduction efficacy of the CS programme is less established
than that of the Carbon Conversations programme.
We propose to continue to run the Climate Solidarity programme, but to a limited extent.
To address the need to provide the follow-up support necessary for the groups to succeed in
meaningful carbon reduction we propose to reallocate training money initially earmarked to
provide further COIN training/ monthly COIN administrative support instead to CS materials
for a community-led Action Group support working to mobilise, support and embed resulting
groups.
To support CS Action Groups in successful carbon reduction we will use our newly appointed
engagement team to help promote and recruit group members.
Accordingly we will reduce the training funds allocated to the CS programme, using some
towards Carbon Conversations training to provide a bursary scheme, allowing members of the
community who cannot afford to purchase a handbook to take part in groups and to purchase
materials to support additional facilitators.

Carbon Rationing Action Groups (CRAGs)
The CRAGs programme seemed popular only with a very small group of individuals with very
low carbon footprints and we have judged it to be more effective to support behaviour change in
a wider portion of the community through the Carbon Conversations which has proved effective
with a larger, less ‘green’ demographic.
Working with an academic at the University who has conducted a PhD on the CRAGs system,
we will investigate whether participants completing the Carbon Conversations are able to set up
CRAGs groups with their peers.

Peer Learning
Facilitated by Rosie Sullivan
rosie@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
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Carbon Conversations (CC) Roll-out Schedule
Following a successful pilot in March and April, we have developed promotional materials for
participant recruitment, targeted to different audiences including academics and researchers.
23 participants were recruited for 3 simultaneous groups to run over the summer: 17 staff
and academics from University schools including the Centre for Environmental Change and
Sustainability, Psychology, Sociology and Accommodation Services. The remaining 6 participants
were students and Transition Edinburgh University interns. Amongst the academic participants 2
group members have been inducted to research the programme following course completion.
Participants were briefed and recruited to train as course facilitators to support the large expansion
of the programme in Autumn semester: 16 simultaneous groups scheduled to start 27th September
- 4th October.
The course developers from Cambridge, Rosemary Randall and Andy Brown led a second facilitator
training week-end (August 21st /22nd) for us.
12 new were facilitators recruited from a variety of departments/schools apart from those
already taking the course so as to further embed the course in numerous sub-communities of the
University.
3 Scottish ‘trainers’ were certified in August - this allows us to subsequently deliver further
facilitator training sessions with less cost and greater freedom.
Facilitator support materials were developed for the up-scale in September and we have developed
website recruitment and sign-up mechanism. We will also be running a facilitator training session
for those who have completed the course in September, increasing our facilitator pool to 24
people.
Following identification that in this instance it is vital to assess the longer-term behaviour change
impacts of the course, monitoring and evaluation mechanisms have been developed to collect
such data. Participants have indicated that, beyond the immediate carbon reductions resulting
from course sessions, they plan to significantly reduce their carbon footprints over the longerterm.
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Climate Solidarity (CS) Roll-out Schedule
Following the training of 12 University staff (and 5 externals) in March, 2 ‘Climate Action Groups’
formed, one taking on a carbon cutting project relating to food sustainability.
The second has found difficulties in meeting due to members’ time constraints during working
hours.
Regular contact with 12 training attendees has been maintained and recruitment materials have
been developed and disseminated to lessen the time constraints associated with establishing a
group.

Transition Discussions
The Transition discussions group has proved very useful for those wearied by working with the
issues of climate change and peak oil, as well as difficulties encountered when engaging with a
sometimes resisting population. All participants reported feeling supported and refreshed after
each of the sessions.
“The Transition Discussions group offered a space for valuable reflections on the personal
meanings of our work in Transition, allowing us to discuss our motivations and actions with each
other. It had an impact on the way I viewed my work, helping me to set it in a comfortable context
as part of my life, and created a cohesive group dynamic through allowing the group members to
understand one another on a personal level.”
We are examining running these as drop-in sessions for the wider community.
http://transitionnetworknews.wordpress.com/2010/01/21/transition-discussion-course/
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To involve students and staff in
environmental action in new ways,
Transition Edinburgh University runs
a programme of events to captivate
and excite those with no previous
interest, and empower and equip
activists and experts.

Events

This programme includes Our Global Challenges high-profile accessible speaker discussions,
small-scale topic focused Handprint Social events, and supporting other Transition or University
events.

A pilot event “Our Global Challenges: The Role of Civil Society After Copenhagen” was run in Old
College, 11th February.
Edinburgh University’s leading experts shared their views on the task of addressing climate change in
2010. The event took the form of a panel discussion with:
 Professor Martin J. Siegert (Head of the School of GeoSciences, Assistant Principal for Energy and Climate
Change)
 Navraj Singh Ghaleigh LLB LLM (Lecturer in Public Law)
 Dr. Andy R. Kerr (Director of Scottish Alliance for Geoscience Environment Society).

150 staff and students attended the event.
Positive comments:

Areas to be improved:

 “Combined different people.”
 “Quite full.”
 “Very good turnout.”
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“Wasn’t as focused as I would like it to be.”
“Interesting but didn’t leave with a clear message.”
“Speakers need more prepping.”
“Get a clearer picture of topics and how they link together.”

These recommendations have been built into the design of the two forthcoming events
which will take place in September 2010 and February 2011.
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The September event is Visions of Change: Hard Rain.
This is Mark Edward’s striking exhibition, linking images of climate change to Bob Dylan’s words.
An invited panel will discuss how this work can inspire us to act on climate change.

(A sad footnote to this is that we had also planned to run this event as part of the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Due to acts of vandalism on two nights, the exhibition had
to be taken down and the Fringe show cancelled. Mark Edwards is still committed
nonetheless to holding the exhibition here again in September as above.)

Green Weeks
We also worked with Student Societies, Support Services and EUSA in green week in February.
Branded 10:10 Week encouraging students and staff to take part in the national campaign to cut
CO2 by 10% in 2010 that the University has signed up to.
We organised and participated in a number of events, including:
Cabbage Crudité Ambassador:
“The number of people that came, the atmosphere... some friends that weren’t involved at all before
came along.”
- Katherine Baird, Transition Edinburgh University Outreach Assistant
“There was a good atmosphere and it felt like a community celebration that’s what it was supposed to
be about.”
- Ruth Cape, Transition Edinburgh University Oversight Group

Planning for a second green week is underway and we are working closely with
EUSA, People and Planet, other student societies and a variety of staff departments.
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Handprint Socials
A series of Handprint Socials is underway with attendance steadily increasing as when are better
known and know how to promote these events better:
27 Jan. Handprint Social: “Holidays in a Low CO2 World”
Attendance: 10 students.
24 Feb. Handprint Social: “Trade in a Low CO2 World”
Attendance: 15 students.
17 Mar. Handprint Social: “Keeping Our Homes Warm in a Low CO2 World”
Attendance: 20 staff and students.
29 Apr. Handprint Social: “Food for the Future”
Attendance: 34 staff and students
Feedback:







I
I
I
I
I
I

learned something I didn’t know before
liked the discussions
liked the presentations
met new people
feel inspired about food
enjoyed myself

People were asked for one idea to promote a sustainable food culture:
 Farmers market in George Square or a local food hub/van for students to access/buy produce from/order
veg boxes to.
 More and better vegetarian options in the campus restaurants (they’re not that great
 now).
 Something like a Slow Food tour around Edinburgh.
 An online map of local shops and recurrent events.
 Prepare healthy lunch packages for sale outside library. Do a mass cooking session to make it as cheap as
junk food and give out recipe with the lunchbox.
 Workshop on how to cook/waste less food.
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8 Jun, Handprint Social: “Transition: A Staff Introduction”
Attendance: 14
The purpose of this event was to introduce Transition Edinburgh University to UoE staff members,
stimulate interest, project support, and potentially project participation.
Feedback:
 More information should be given about the funding bid to make the meaning of ‘lifestyle’ carbon clearer.
A common assumption is that Transition Edinburgh University’s role is to make the University buildings
and institutional activities more sustainable, when in fact our actual role also covers people’s ‘home’ lives
in the context of the University community.
 Something to bear in mind when carbon footprint survey data is processed is how the University accounts
for travel where the money is provided by external organisations (e.g. research councils or endowments).
 An inter-departmental energy league was suggested, which should give motivation for savings to be
made through building energy. While the reduction of buildings energy is not within our remit, this would
raise awareness of the importance of energy use and should be considered as part of the work to make
departments more accountable for the energy they use.
 We could have started with something more inclusive, perhaps a go-around of some sort to ensure
effective introductions and networking.
 It was commented that the invitation email had reached a lot of staff, so it is hard to identify a reason for
under-attendance. In this case it was not due to poor publicity.

Future Handprint Socials:
22 Sep. -“Handprint Social: Using Art and Media to Imagine a Low CO2 World”
13 Oct. -“Handprint Social: Technology and People Creating a Low CO2 World”
3 Nov. -“Handprint Social: Getting Around in a Low CO2 World”
22 Nov. -“Handprint Social: Buying What We Need in a Low CO2 World”
in 2011:
January, day tbc. Handprint Social event in collaboration with Edinburgh University Business Society
and the Cineco Green Film Festival.
February, day tbc. Handprint Social: Two Years of Transition - What Next? Presentations, discussion
and drinks.
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Outreach to Similar and Surrounding Communities programme

Working with partners NUS Scotland [http://www.nus.org.uk/scotland] and People & Planet UK [http://
peopleandplanet.org/], Transition Edinburgh University is supporting other student groups in running
successful practical action environmental projects at Universities.
Our University Handprints conference series allows students and staff to share ideas practised at
different institutions and provides encouragement for emerging groups and projects.
The Catalogue of Ideas website will back up this growing network, providing a space to present,
develop and share potential green projects on-line.
We held a University Footprints, Community Handprints conference, in March, with participation from
12 universities and 43 people. Almost all attendees rated the event overall 8, 9 or 10 out of 10.
Regarding University Footprints, Community Handprints conference:







I enjoyed networking; there was a great diversity of people and ideas.
It was great to meet like minded people with different ideas and approaches.
The whole day was equally useful.
Very well organised; the workshop on Edinburgh’s freeshop was particularly good.
Skills sharing and community capacity building was very helpful.
All the enthusiasm of the team was passed on.

-Attendees at University Footprints, Community Handprints conference.
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We are also supporting the student run Cineco Environmental Film Festival, and other
student and staff run events where possible.
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We have given advice and hands-on support to budding Transition University-style groups and
projects at Edinburgh Napier, Edinburgh College of Art, University of St. Andrews, Queen Margaret
University, and University of Aberdeen.
We have tailored workshops and presentations for events at Scottish Environmental Protection Agency,
Friends of the Earth Edinburgh, World Development Movement Edinburgh, the People & Planet UK
June training week, and the NUS National gathering.
We’ve helped with the Scottish Government’s development of an action plan for part two of the UN
Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.

Our plans going forward include creating a Catalogue of Ideas website with People & Planet and their
Degrees Cooler (http://www.nus.org.uk/en/Campaigns/Green-Zone/Degrees-Cooler/) partners.
We will work with partners to run a follow up event to the University Footprints day conference and
contribute workshop content to Painting Edinburgh Green, Shared Planet, and the Transition Network
Conference. We are also going to explore opportunities presented by the UN Decade plan.
Furthermore we sent representatives from the wider community to the Transition Network Gathering
and the People and Planet Summer Gathering.
Regarding the Transition Network Gathering:
“It was especially inspiring to see real physical manifestations of Transition’s work in Totnes, like the solar
panels on the roof of the civic hall.”

- Caro Overy, Transition Edinburgh University Big Events Assistant
Regarding the People & Planet Summer Gathering:
“The People & Planet Summer Gathering was filled from dawn until dusk with workshops, discussion groups
and planning sessions […] it was a great way to spend three days!”

- Katherine Baird, Transition Edinburgh University Outreach Assistant
Events & Outreach - facilitated by Ric Lander:
ric@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk
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Communication
& Engagement

Communications
facilitated by Joe Farthing:
joe@transitionedinburghuni.org.uk

Behaviour change isn’t a product. It isn’t sold in shops, and we don’t often have a chance to
choose the behaviour options available to us in the same way we could compare choices in the
supermarket.
This is one of the principal challenges we’ve faced as we work to speak to as many of our
University’s 37,000 staff and student members as possible - we can’t just provide information
about how our projects can cut bills, or about the ways we need to change to help our planet.
Instead we have to approach the communication our of projects and our goals in a way that is
different from most traditional marketing.
The main principals of communication at Transition Edinburgh University have been:






We will make our communications relevant and accessible.
We can’t expect people to commit to everything in one go, behaviour change is a gradual process.
Data collection at every stage of the process to help us adjust as we go.
Only use communications methods that are successful.
Success is defined primarily by programme enrolment.

What we did
At the start of the project we communicated in
the way the bid had expected us to - time and
money were more or less equally divided between
print (i.e. posters and fliers), traditional media
(press coverage) and the use of existing channels
of communication (such as University newsletters
and representatives). However, when using all of
these methods we created detailed ways to test
the success of each type of communication.

Examples of some Transition communication
initiatives.
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On our website we installed Google Analytics, as well as custom software that allowed us to
count visits from different types of media by using a different web address on each one. Event
attendance was counted and compared to the number of “hits” and materials distributed.
This allowed us to tell:
 How many people noticed each form of communication.
 What the likely “conversation rate” was between noticing a communication and acting on it.

Jan 1, 2010 - Oct 12, 2010

transitionedinburghuni.org.uk

Dashboard

Comparing to: Site
Pageviews

Visits

2,000

4,000

1,000

2,000

0

0

Jan 1 - Jan 2

Feb 14 - Feb 20

Apr 4 - Apr 10

May 23 - May 29

Jul 11 - Jul 17

Aug 29 - Sep 4

Site Usage

18,217 Visits

57.41% Bounce Rate

53,017 Pageviews

00:02:44 Avg. Time on Site

2.91 Pages/Visit

57.75% % New Visits

Traffic Sources Overview

Content Overview
Pages

Pageviews

% Pageviews

/

9,077

17.12%

4,910.00 (26.95%)

/carbon-footprint-survey/

5,213

9.83%

4,753.00 (26.09%)

/projects/

2,735

5.16%

395 (2.17%)

/about-us/

1,955

3.69%

/blog/

1,590

3.00%

Direct Traffic

8,159.00 (44.79%)

Search Engines
Referring Sites
Other

Map Overlay

Visitors Overview
Visitors
2,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

0

0
Jan 1 - Jan 2

Feb 14 - Feb 2 Apr 4 - Apr 10

May 23 - May 2 Jul 11 - Jul 17

Aug 29 - Sep 4

Visitors

10,727

Visits
1

16,749

Extract from www.teu.org.uk Google Analytics
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What we found
••

Example: What messages work best when talking to students or staff

The University told us that when talking to staff it had found messages that talked about saving
money or receiving something free worked best.
We discovered that messages which promoted the way Transition could help someone make
friends or have fun worked much better on students than messages about saving money.
Also, the second most popular source of interest came from social networks where people had
been told by their friends about the event.
When speaking to students we must be personal and social.
••

Example: What medium worked best?

With our data collection we were able to tell precisely how many people responded to each type
of advertising we used.
What we found is that posters and fliers are particularly ineffective. More creative methods
work better, such as the post-it notes that we stuck on public access terminals, but conversations
are more than twice as successful as any other method of communication. An analysis of press
coverage showed that, while press coverage generated an increased number of visitors to our
website, most of those visitors were not from Edinburgh, and almost none of them went on to take
part in our activities.

Posters

Social Media
(eg. Facebook)

Emails
Conversations

ney

o
eM
v
a
S

Fun/Socialising

Poster success by message

Post-it notes

Advertising success by medium

These discoveries made us completely change tack. If our main goal was to promote action on
climate change in our community, then we should focus our efforts on only the methods that were
successful.
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This August four new people joined Transition, and two more of our team were given additional
responsibilities to make up our “Engagement Team”.
Their goal is to go out and speak to people, whether it’s on the street, at their door, in a presentation
made to a department, class or society, or just over a cup of tea. Each member has a goal to get
15 new contacts for every day they work.

Conversation structures are planned and tested, and resources and talking points are centrally
co-ordinated and updated weekly. A fortnightly working group enables all parts of the project to
report their communication and enrolment needs to the team.
Essential to the process is constant quantitative data collection and frequent quantitative evaluation.
Every successful first conversation is logged on a paper form that captures the interviewee’s
contact details as well as basic demographic information relevant to our community (such as
whether they are a staff or student member). The overall numeric success of conversations is
tallied on a separate grid that breaks up conversations by how successful they were.
All of this data is entered into a web based computer system every day, which allows us to track
both what we have to do next, and the success of what we’re doing. Our intention is to perform
the same type of tests on different conversation methods as we had previously done on broader
communication types - we’ll hopefully discover the best ways to talk to people, the best place and
time to do it, and the best thing to say to each audience type.
Our most significant learning to date is the importance of face-to-face communication, and of
rigid and thorough data collection. Every community is different, so we will always need to test
the best ways to engage with them, but we definitely can’t sit back in our office and hope that
people will come to us. The communication of behaviour change must be personal, pro-active and
accounted for.
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